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Description 

The perfect combatant against excess moisture, preventing it 
from causing bad odors and other moisture related problems in 
small areas. As the water retaining pouch fills with moisture the 
patented humidity indicator will slowly change from blue to pink. 
When the humidity indicator has completely changed from blue to 
pink it is ready to be dried out. This way you can ensure that 
even places with no ventilation at all are kept fresh – odor and 
moisture free. Perfect for early morning fogged windows, mildew, 
musty odors and other moisture related problems. The unit 
should weigh less than 7 ounces when it is ready to be dried out. 
You can repeat this process as needed.

Read these instructions before getting started. This will ensure 
optimal performance and safe use of your product. 

WARNING

- Remove the plastic bag before first use.

- Do not try to open or cut the cloth.

- Do not leave the product in reach of children or pets. Although 
  the contents are not toxic, swallowing the contents may cause 
  dehydration or choking.

- Avoid rubbing or scratching the humidity indicator as this may 
  damage the top layer. The humidity indicator is extra sensitive 
  particularly after microwave regeneration.

MICROWAVE DRYING WARNINGS

- During the microwave drying process this product will become 
  very hot and hot water vapor will be released. Handle with 
  extreme caution.

- Do not exceed recommended microwave drying time
  and wattage.

- Only microwave dry this product when the moisture retaining 
  bag is completely full and the humidity indicator is 
  completely pink.

When the humidity indicator changes from blue to pink it is ready to 
be dried out.

Attention!! Read the MICROWAVE DRYING WARNINGS section 
before recharging the reusable dehumidifier.

1. Place the pouch on a microwave safe plate in the center of the 
   microwave with the humidity indicator facing up.

2. Heat your reusable dehumidifier for four (4) minutes on
    High (±600W).

CAUTION During the microwave drying process your reusable 
dehumidifier will get extremely hot. The water in your reusable 
dehumidifier will heat up and evaporate. The humidity indicator will 
turn from pink to blue and your reusable dehumidifier will be ready to 
use again.

Specifications

- This product has been manufactured according to the highest 
  quality standards and does not contain AZO Dyes, Cobalt (II) 
  Dichloride or Dimethyl fumarate.

- Active drying agent: SiO2

Disposal

- At the end of its service life the product can be disposed in the trash 
  (household waste).

- Always comply with local regulation regarding recycling and the 
  collection of waste and inquire with your local government
  if needed.

Reusable Dehumidifier

Indicator

- Microwaving an empty reusable dehumidifier may cause 
  overheating and damage the product and microwave plate.

- Do not leave unattended during microwave drying.

- Keep microwave area clean. Oil or grease might damage the 
  reusable dehumidifier or cause scorching to the fabric. Dispose 
  of the product if it appears greasy or stained.

- The reusable dehumidifier can only be recharged in a 
  microwave oven.

Microwave Instructions
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